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Steps for Prompt
Clean Up of Spots
and Spills

Blot: Never rub or scrub carpet or upholstery.

Household
substitute

spotting
procedure

"General
Spotter"

Detergent

G

"Coffee & Tea
Stain Remover"

Hydrogen
Peroxide

C

"Juice & Dye
Stain Remover"

(No substitute of
which we know)

J

"Gum, Tar &
Grease Remover"

Goo Gone
Goof Off

T

"Pet Stain &
Odor Remover"

Nature's
Miracle

P

This can permanently distort the fabric
Acetone (Nail
or fibers. Blot instead. Place a folded
See www.chetscleaning.com for
Polish
Remover)
absorbent towel (4 layers thick) or stack of
details, availability, and price
paper towels (10 layers thick) and apply
of Chet's Spotting Kit which
Tamp and
as much pressure as possible until most
includes the cleaning solutions
Vacuum
mentioned here and a rinsing
moisture is absorbed into towels. Repeat
sprayer, poultice powder, and
with dry towels until very little liquid is
Freeze
four white cotton towels.
absorbed into towels.
EXTRACT: If you have a wet/dry vacuum
you may use it to extract spills and use it instead
If there is not a spot remaining proceed to rinsing
of blotting. Be cautious, do not rub, only extract.
procedure. Protected fibers only need to be
You may apply pressure, but lifting slightly prior to
rinsed).
moving vacuum head.
Poultice the spot until dry.
POULTICE: Apply Stain Blotter Powder (sprinkle on
spot ¼” thick and at least 1” around spot). Allow to
Carpet Spots
thoroughly dry (usually 24 hours). Then scrape up
Always pretest “Spotting Solutions” in an
inconspicuous area first.
dried powder and vacuum thoroughly.
Apply the appropriate spotting agent, if unknown
ALTERNATIVE POULTICE: Cover with towel
use General Purpose.
or paper towels and apply heavy weight for 12 to
24 hours. Chet’s Spot Rock is ideal, or use weight
Spray just enough spotting solution to thoroughly
of Spotting Solutions Kit, a grapefruit sized rock, or
wet out the spot. Do not saturate.
other heavy weight.
Agitate gently, use the bottom of the bottle back
and forth several times gently (it is smooth and
Spill Clean Up
round and will not damage fibers).
Scrape or blot up as much as possible (a large plastic
Blot.
Spot should transfer to the towel. If it does not
serving spoon is ideal).
transfer, you may be using the wrong spotting
Press to squeeze spill from subsurface but don't damage
solution. Rinse and try another one.
fibers by rubbing or scrubbing!
If you have a transfer, but the spot remains, repeat
Blot or extract gently until spill is almost dry
until stain is gone. Don't saturate the carpet.
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common stains and their associated spot removal procedure(s)
Beer........................................ g
Berries.....................................J
Blood................................ p+c
Butter.............................. t+g
Candle Wax......................f+t
Candy (sugar) ................g+d
Chewing Gum ..................f+t
Chocolate............................ g
Chalk..................................... v
Coffee.................................... c
Cooking Oil.................... t+g
Crayon............................. t+g
Dirt............................... v+g+J
Dyes.....................................J+c
Feces.................................. p+c

Fruit Juice...............................J
Furniture Polish........ t+J+c
Grease (Food)................. t+p
Grease (Auto)................. t+g
Glue (White)........................ g
Glue (Hobby)........................ t
Jce Cream.......................... g+p
Jnk (Ball Point)................... t
Marker............................. t+g
Ketchup............................ g+c
Kool-Aid.................................J
Lemonade................................J
Lipstick............................. t+g
Mercurochrome...................J
Merthiolate...........................J

Blot or extract excess in between steps.
Rinse (Spray vinegar solution on area, do not soak)
Blot with clean dry towels, until there is little transfer of
liquid. Or extract.
Poultice: Apply folded clean dry towel and apply heavy
weight (spotting solutions kit works very well) over
towel — up to 24 hours).
Alternative Poultice: Enclosed in the kit is Stain Blotter
Powder. It can be applied to the remaining spot
(sprinkle on spot ¼” thick and at least 1” around
spot).
Allow to thoroughly dry (usually 24 hours)
Scrape up dried powder and vacuum thoroughly

Upholstery Spots
Always pretest spotting solutions in an inconspicuous
area first.
Apply appropriate spotting solution to a spotting towel
Dab the spot lightly. (Don’t rub.)
Dab with dry part of towel several times. (Don’t Rub.)

Milk................................... g+p
Mixed Drinks.................... g+J
Mud....Dry w/ hair dryer+v+g
Mustard........................... c+p
Nail Polish...........................a
Paint (Latex).................... t+g
Paint (Oil)............................. t
Pet Food....................... p+g+J
Shoe Polish...................... t+g
Soft Drinks...................... g+J
Tar.......................................... t
Urine................................. p+c
Vomit................................ p+c
Wine.............................. j+g+c
Unknown......................... t+g

Repeat if there is transfer to towel
Rinse: Spray vinegar solution on towel. Dab spot
Poultice horizontal surface, use carpet poultice
procedure.
If on a difficult area, apply towel and clip it to the fabric
with a clothes pin, or some type of clamp.

Combination and Difficult Stains
Some stains may need more than one application
of solution to be removed. Always rinse between
using other solutions. After attempting Pet Odor and
Stain Remover, and the stain remains, you can try
Coffee & Tea Stain Remover. Rinse and allow to dry
before attempting. Many food and beverage stains
will need both General Purpose and Juice and Dye
Remover. Use separately. Be sure to rinse and blot in
between using each.
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